Here's a Hole-by-Hole View Of Hidden Creek

By MARTY TERVEER
Superintendent, Hidden Creek Golf Club

Hidden Creek is an 18-hole, par 72 championship golf course with a beautiful rural setting with farmland and wetlands surrounding the outskirts of the course. Hidden Creek was constructed in 1995 with over 7,000 yards of Bentgrass greens, tees and fairways. It is a young course that offers many challenges because of its undulated greens, native areas and its 31 bunkers along with water on 10 holes. Here is a hole-by-hole summary of Hidden Creek Golf Club.

**1 Par 4**
A good starting hole that plays 395 from the back tee, but a big drive may wind up in the pond on the right side of the fairway. Don’t be long with the second shot because there’s not much room on the backside of this green.

**2 Par 5**
At 625 yards, this par 5 would even scare Tiger Woods. A big drive to the right center of the fairway would be good, hoping to catch the downward slope of the fairway. Watch for pin placement!

**3 Par 3**
This is the first par three of the day playing at 154 yards with two bunkers to the left and one to the right. The slight rolling green can be deceiving.

**4 Par 4**
The most difficult par four on the course. It plays 426 yards and doglegs left with ponds also to the left and out of bounds to the right. You might want to lay up with an iron. A creek comes into play on your second shot and also has a bunker to the right side of the green. Watch out for a back right pin placement.

**5 Par 3**
A 183 yard, par three that has a deep bunker to the front left of the green.

**6 Par 4**
This par four has a slight dogleg right with a green sloping away. Watch for pin placement!

**7 Par 4**
This challenging par four is a sharp dogleg to the left. It is possible to cut the corner with a big drive but watch out for three bunkers on the left side of the fairway. The green is split in two with a big mound in the center.

**8 Par 4**
A straight tee shot is good because of out of bounds on the left and a natural area to the right. Try to hit a high shot into the narrow green. Two deep bunkers guard the front and the backside drops off quickly.

**9 Par 5**
Two fairway bunkers come into play on this 572 yard, par 5. A big second shot might have you in one of three greenside bunkers. Chance for an easy birdie.

**10 Par 5**
This straightaway par 5 plays 510 yards with out of bounds to the right. Try and play your second shot to the left side of the fairway because of a large bunker that runs along the right side of the green.

**11 Par 4**
Fairway bunkers come into play on your drive with a greenside bunker to the right.

**12 Par 3**
On this 206 yarder it is important to hit the green. Don’t be too long as the creek comes into play, but don’t be too short either because of a greenside bunker.

**13 Par 4**
This is one of the longest par 4’s on the course at 426 yards. On the second shot, try to come into this green from the right. A deep bunker on the front left with no room for error off the backside of the green.

**14 Par 4**
This scenic par four wraps around a large pond with a dogleg left. A front greenside bunker comes into play on your second shot.

**15 Par 4**
You might want to put the driver away on this 400 yard par four. A creek and large hill divide the hole. Try to be on top of the hill off your tee shot. Watch for the pin placement because of a 5-7 foot difference in elevation on this green.

**16 Par 4**
A sharp dogleg to the left is the best way to describe this 370 yard par 4 with a bunker on the corner of the fairway and a greenside bunker to the right.

**17 Par 3**
Plays 143 yards with a large green and no hazards. Watch for a back right pin placement.

**18 Par 5**
A blind tee shot on this 573 yard par five. Try to stay along the tree line off the tee. Two fairway bunkers come into play on your second shot. The green is pretty flat and possibly a way to pick up a stroke.

* * * *

We at Hidden Creek Golf Club hope that everyone enjoys their time here by golfing and visiting with old friends and making new ones. We would like to thank everyone for letting us be a part of the Scholarship Scramble. Everyone should have a real good time (except the pig). See you all July 14.
These questions came straight from the customers of lawn care operators, pest control operators and other professional pesticide applicators across the country—and probably reflect the concerns of your customers. The more your customers know about the products you use, how you use them and how much is used, the more confident they will be in you and your service.

Communicate With Your Customers

Your customers expect you and your employees to be credible and knowledgeable sources of information about your products. Take time to talk with them about your safe and responsible use of pesticides.

Studies show that most people don’t know that pesticide products are among the most highly tested products sold. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) registers only those uses of pesticide products that pose minimal risks.

• Emphasize that pesticide products must undergo stringent government-monitored testing before they can be sold. It is a long and costly process. For example:
  - It takes a chemical manufacturer eight to 10 years to test and register a product, at an average cost of $30 million to $50 million.
  - As many as 120 tests or more are performed, many specific to health, safety and the environment.
  - Only one potential pesticide in 20,000 makes it from the research lab to the market.

• Explain Integrated Pest Management (IPM) to your customers. Most do not fully understand the concept. Point out that a successful IPM program stresses prevention, pest identification and selection of the best method of pest control, which may require the use of pesticides. Tell how you incorporate IPM into your pest management practices.

• Identify the specific pesticides you use and the pests they control.

• Indicate that professionals use an array of products, many the same as those used by homeowners.

• Assure customers of the benefits pesticides provide for turf, trees and ornamentals, and in the home. For example:
  - Termites cause over $1 billion in structural damage each year.

• Explain what happens to pesticide containers once a job has been completed. Note that containers are disposed of properly.

What Else Can You Do?

Provide your customers with materials such as newsletters, brochures, fact sheets and bill stuffers that communicate these messages. Be sure that someone at your company, who has a basic knowledge of the products and application methods your company uses, is available to answer questions.

RISE Is A Resource

RISE is the voice for the specialty pesticide industry. Its members include manufacturers, formulators, distributors and other industry leaders.

RISE works in cooperation with your national, state and local user/applicator associations and is an additional source of information regarding issues facing pesticide users. We can help you in your role as a knowledgeable and credible information source to customers and to the public. A brochure on communicating about pesticides with your customers is available. Contact RISE to receive your copy.

We urge you to take an active part in your state and national association(s). We work together to support your business.

For more information, contact RISE, 1156 15th St., NW, Suite 400, Washington, DC 20005, or call 202/872-3860. Our Internet address: http://www.acpa.org/rise
FOR SALE
• 40 Toro VT3 Controllers $400
• 1 LTC Controller ... $600
All controllers include steel pedestal and control panel.
Contact: TOM FISCHER
Edinburgh USA
(612) 424-8756

FOR SALE
1991 Toro Fairway Aerator — Model 9500
Used one season.
Price is negotiable.
Contact: KEVIN CLUNIS
St. Croix National Golf Club
(715) 247-4260

FOR SALE
1977 Cushman Truckster
$600 or best offer.
Contact: RICK
Tartan Park GC
(612) 736-8797

FOR SALE
5-Gang Jacobsen Pull-Behind Rough Mower Unit
$1500
Contact: BOB ADAMS
New Prague GC
(612) 758-6207

FOR SALE
1992 Hydro-Ject 3000
842 hours
Very Nice Condition
Many Extras
$16,500
Contact: KEVIN LOFTNESS
Turf Enhancement
1-800-961-2116

Announcing
The Next Standard In Turf Quality And Tankmix Flexibility

See The Signature Difference On Your Turf.

RHONE-POULENC AG COMPANY
PO. Box 12014, 2 TW. Alexander Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
1-800-334-9745

CUSHMAN MOTOR CO., INC.
612-333-3487 or 800-759-5345

JUNE 1997
Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe

Williams-Gill & Associates
Garrett Gill, Principal

- Services -
  - New Course Design
  - Master Plans
  - Golf Practice Center Design
  - Environmental Planning
  - Irrigation Design
  - Renovation & Restoration
  - Site Planning

Garrett Gill, Principal

Golf Course Architects

Williams-Gill of Wisconsin
421 North Main Street
River Falls, WI 54022

CRUUGRATED POLYETHYLENE PIPE

Prinsco pipe will keep your greens and fairways dry... and always ready to play.

PRINSOC INC
Manufacturer of GOLDFLO Dual-Wall and GOLDLINE Corrugated Polyethylene Pipe
800-992-1725

CALL FOR A FREE CATALOG and the distributor nearest you.

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
NEW MEMBERS: APRIL 29, 1997

Steve Tuft
Evolve Municipal GC
4191 Hayes, Ely, MN 55731
W: 218-744-4299

Ed Hooper
Lakewood-Forest Ridge GC
PO. Box 13065, Hayward, WI 54843
W: 715-784-5561

Jim Hanson
Red Rock GC
PO. Box 5, Barrett, MN 56611
W: 218-966-2342

John McCarthy
Swan Hill GC
2913 Marine St., Stillwater, MN 55082
W: 612-439-7819

Gary Jaskovuik
Hawley GC
PO. Box 443, Hawley, MN 56549
W: 218-433-4668

Grabbing Ihle
Minn. Town GC
PO. Box 144, Elmoro, MN 55029
W: 507-943-3149

Tim Rasmussen
Hillcrest CC
2540 Boone Ave., St. Louis Park, MN 55426
W: 612-777-6198

Richard Navarre
Oakdale CC
8794 4th St. E., St. Paul, MN 55449
W: 320-833-5518

Jason Chapman
Lakeview GC
6015 St. M., Minneota, MN 55362
W: 612-477-7746

Tedd McLish
Ridgeway CC
589 W. Redwing Dr., Duluth, MN 55803
W: 218-728-2683

Bjorn Johnson
Greenfield GC
1510 Oakwood Dr., Anoka, MN 55303
W: 612-421-9410

Steve Eastgate
Anoka Technical College
226 West Ave. B, Bismarck, ND 58501
W: 701-223-6265

Kurt Knox
Stillwater CC
14499 55th St. N., Stillwater, MN 55082
W: 612-439-7760

Kerry Barbeau
Hillcrest CC
5410 53rd Ave., APT. 312, Brooklyn Park, MN 55429
W: 612-777-5186

Jeff McDowell
Bensonro, Roseau Anderik & Assoc. Affilate
2349 Fulham St., Roseville, MN 55113
W: 612-604-4798

Dale Scherer
Hassan Seed & Gravel, Inc. Affilate
13500 Willandale Rd., Rogers, MN 55374
W: 612-428-2393

Mark Sullivan
TruGreen Cheplawn Affilate
1376 E. Hwy. 36, Maplewood, MN 55109
W: 612-248-5700

Scott Kinkead
Turbo Manufacturing Affilate
1851 101st Ave. NE, Blaine, MN 55449
W: 612-780-1000

A.J. Hodges
Renaissance Fertilizers, Inc. Affilate
2300 Belair Trail, Minnetonka, MN 55305
W: 612-997-0099

Loren Roberg
Professional Tree & Turf Equipment of Minnetonka Affilate
5994 38th St. E., Blaine, MN 55424
W: 763-243-3509

RECLASSIFICATIONS
Arnold Bodhaine
Dwan & Hyland Greens Golf Affilate
Lee Horming
The Pines at Grand View Lodge Affilate
Kevin Schmidt
Golf at the Legacy Affilate
Troy Elam
St. Cloud CC Student to C
Christopher Smith
Inver Wood GC Student to D
Kelly Johnson
Goetz Landscape & Irrigation Affilate

Steve Schumansky
MGCSA Membership Chairman
No More Bouncing Around: Service Center Answers Your Questions

Beginning July 31, when you call GCSAA you'll receive an even higher level of customer service. GCSAA's service center will be open to meet as many of your member needs as possible with one phone call.

Let's say you want to change your address, check your membership status, subscribe to the Employment Referral Service (ERS) and get an information packet. No longer will you be bounced from the membership department to the career development department to information services. You'll be able to gather all this information and sign up for these services with just one phone call to one service center representative.

GCSAA recognizes that your time is valuable, and the goal of the service center is to keep you on course, so you can get back to business.

Specializing in Re-Design & Construction of Golf Courses

MAIN OFFICE
2 South 2nd Avenue — Suite 120
Sauk Rapids, MN 56379
(320) 203-8451
MINNESOTA: 800-630-9298
FAX: (320) 253-4160

ELK RIVER OFFICE
817 Gates Ave., Elk River, MN 55330
(612) 441-5127

Early warning of thunderstorm activity in your area is essential when you need to make critical decisions regarding personnel safety and the isolation of sensitive equipment. The USGA, PGA, and over 500 individual golf courses rely on Global Atmospherics Inc., manufacturer of ESID.

Renowned organizations such as NASA, Seaworld, the National Weather Service, the U.S. Military, American Airlines, MCI and hundreds of customers in over 30 countries worldwide have chosen Global Atmospherics to meet their lightning warning, detection and information needs. This depth of experience is just one of the reasons that led TORO, the leading turf management organization in the world and QPS, manufacturer of the #1 golf course siren system, COURSE ALERT, to select Global Atmospherics to co-develop a product to meet the unique needs of their golfing customers, friends and associates.

That product is ESID

When you need...

- 100% Thunderstorm Detection Efficiency
- Complete Warning / System Shut-down Automation
- Zero False Alarms
- Highly Accurate Range Information
- Easy Installation
- Low Maintenance
- Patented State of the Art Technology

... and the confidence of teaming up with the World Leader in lightning detection and location.

Contact: Dean Chaltas at 612-475-2200 ext. 224
14900 - 21st Avenue North, Plymouth, MN 55447
When you need Top Dressing Material...

you need Plaisted.

Plaisted Companies is the one call for all your golf course materials, including top dressing blends to meet your most demanding specifications.
JOB OPENING

To: Members/Minnesota Golf Course Superintendents' Association

Spring Hill Golf Club is now accepting applications for the position of ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT. Spring Hill Golf Club is a 7,000 yard, 18-hole private course about to undergo construction. Spring Hill Golf Club is located in Wayzata, Minn. The assistant superintendent will be directly responsible to Tim Johnson, project manager.

Duties include golf course maintenance, purchasing responsibility and quality control during construction.

Benefits include:
- Club-paid health and life insurance.
- Paid annual vacation
- Paid annual sick leave
- Dues paid for membership in MGCSA and GCSAA
- Expenses involved in attending regional and national education seminars

Personal requirements include a 2-4 year degree in agronomy or horticulture from an accredited college or university. Applicant should have a minimum of two years experience as an assistant superintendent. Experience needed in personnel management, golf course construction, chemical and fertilizer applications and irrigation maintenance.

Salary is commensurate with experience.

Application deadline is June 20, 1997.

Inquiries should be directed to: TIM JOHNSON
Spring Hill Golf Club
700 Spring Hill Road
Wayzata, MN 55391
Phone: 612) 476-4875

Paskvan Consulting
Route 1 Box 77A
Akeley, MN 56433
218-652-3542
Fax 218-652-2949

Where Success is Never an Accident

Specialists in Soil and Plant Nutrition
Tailored to Golf Courses and Sports Turf

Services Provided:
- Complete inventory of the soils on the course or job site.
- Sampling, analyzing, delivery and interpretation of the results to eliminate guesswork.
- Help find corrective fertilizer materials to save money.
- Physical analysis on sand-soil-peat to determine proper mixing for greens and topdressing.
- Fast turn around time, yet quality is never compromised.
Plan of Action: The Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment (RISE) coalition will monitor legislation and regulations affecting pesticide manufacturers and users groups, including GCSAA.

Environmental Audits

Federal legislation expanding EPA’s 1995 policy is expected, but action will likely be delayed while the impact of state programs is evaluated. The EPA opposes establishing a legal privilege for audit information, but supports immunity from fines for entities that report federal violations discovered during voluntary environmental audits, as long as corrective action is taken.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor and report on federal environmental audit legislation. Also, it will continue to work directly — as well as through the Ad Hoc Group for Environmental Audit and Disclosure Legislation — in support of comprehensive environmental audit legislation.

Methyl Bromide

Efforts to pass legislation that would extend the deadlines relating to the phase-out of methyl bromide are expected to continue.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor bromide legislation and inform members about opportunities to communicate their views.

Wage and Hour

Legislation that would affect overtime/compensatory pay and flexible time is expected to resurface, although there is strong opposition.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor and report on significant proposed amendments to wage and hours laws.

Regulatory Reform

Congressional veto power over new regulations to protect small business was adopted in 1996. Some elements of the FIFRA amendments (Food Quality Protection Act) also require conducting cost-benefit analyses. These trends are expected to continue.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor regulatory reform proposals and work with the Alliance for Reasonable Regulation and other allies that support improvements in the regulatory process.

Immigration

Immigration reforms to increase penalties for hiring illegal immigrants may resurface, but are not high priority. The transition to pink cards seems to have proceeded without need for further government action.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor and report on proposed changes to immigration laws relevant to the golf industry.

Tort Reform/Junk Science

Proposed reforms of tort law, which governs personal
Agenda—
(Continued from Page 28)

injury lawsuits, are designed to reduce frivolous lawsuits and runaway jury verdicts. Product liability reform has been a topic of legislation in Congress for more than 10 years. Major opponents have left Congress, and efforts to adopt reforms are expected to continue. Some action on the use of “junk science” in legal actions is possible because of increased publicity on the topic.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor and report on tort reform initiatives.

Health Care

With the adoption of some important health insurance reforms in 1996, Congress is now expected to focus on Medicare reform.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor health insurance reform proposals and inform members about opportunities to communicate their views.

Research/NTEP

Congress controls agency research funding and priorities through the budget process.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor relevant budgetary proposals affecting research and directly lobby and/or coordinate grassroots lobbying as necessary to preserve research funding.

Emissions

The Clear Air Act is a priority in Congress this year, but proposals are likely to address heavy industry and are not expected to have a significant impact on the golf industry.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will monitor and report on regulatory developments.

Worker Protection Standard (WPS)

While golf courses were exempt under WPS regulations, an internal EPA interpretive guidance workgroup determined that golf course nurseries and sod farms would be subject to the WPS. In response to GCSAA’s direct and grassroots lobbying of Congress, EPA has reportedly developed a policy statement that confirms exemption of all areas of the golf course from the WPS, but other EPA priorities have delayed final action.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will continue to seek full exemption of golf course operations. A federal grassroots campaign will continue to operate to persuade EPA to change its interpretation. If necessary, GCSAA will investigate filing a petition with the EPA to get a favorable interpretation.

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

Guidelines developed to implement the ADA as applied to golf courses are pending. A formal proposed rule is not expected until 1998.

Plan of Action: GCSAA will participate in guidelines negotiations with government agencies and representatives will attend meetings and provide input on implementation strategies. A white paper will be available to superintendents to provide guidance in the interim.

(Continued on Page 31)

Verti-Seed

Model 004.804

Technical Specifications

Length 24”
Width 46”
Height 34”
Working Width 34”
Spacing between 1 1/2”
pellets
Cutting depth 0–1 1/4”
Weight with weights 910 lb.
Hopper capacity 3.35 ft³
Seed density Fully adjustable for any type of speed
Tractor required 17 HP, 1,300 lb lift capacity
PTO speed 540 rpm
linkage Cat 2, 3 point link
Ground speed Up to 6 mph
Capacity Up to 64,800 ft²/hr

Verti-Seed

Model 004.1204

Technical Specifications

Length 24”
Width 62”
Height 34”
Working Width 50”
Spacing between 1 1/2”
pellets
Cutting depth 0–1 1/4”
Weight with weights 1,300 lb.
Hopper capacity 3.35 ft³
Seed density Fully adjustable for any type of speed
Tractor required 22 HP, 1,650 lb lift capacity
PTO speed 540 rpm
linkage Cat 2, 3 point link
Ground speed Up to 6 mph
Capacity Up to 108,000 ft²/hr

Sow and play right away.

It cuts the soil, opens the groove, sows the seed, and closes the groove all in one simple operation.

VERTI-SEED®

Introducing the new way to overseed

7728 Commerce Circle
Greenfield, Minnesota 55373
Phone: 612.477.5885
Fax: 612.477.6511
Toll-Free: 800.925.8873

Turf & Chemical Inc.
For you and millions of other turfcare professionals, no one serves golf the world over quite like Jacobsen. In fact, you'll find Jacobsen on more than 75 percent of the world's courses. The benefit of such a far-ranging commitment to the game is uncompromised product quality and unparalleled product support.

You can count on Jacobsen equipment to deliver product performance that exceeds your high standards. And you can depend on Jacobsen mowing equipment for the highest quality of cut.

When you think golf, think Jacobsen and our full line of turfcare products. There's no single better source for products, services and support, no matter where in the world you are.

**The Professional's Choice on Turf.**

**NORTH STAR TURF, INC.**

3090 CENTERVILLE ROAD
ST. PAUL, MN 55117
(612) 484-8411 • (800) 592-9513

"Setting The Standard For Service"